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Episode Synopses for March 2021 
 

Feed Date Episode # Synopses 

03.04.21 IV-106 

 
Would you sell your home for hundreds of thousands less than it’s worth? Inside Investigations 
goes undercover to expose a real estate investing trend taking advantage of vulnerable 
homeowners. Plus, it’s predatory lending in a place you’d never suspect.  Inside Investigations 
examines why that doggie in the window will cost future pet owners much more than they 
thought.  And this could happen to you, when a valet backs into a parked car, the car owner has 
to foot the bill.  Inside Investigations reveals quirky private property laws ever driver needs to 
know before they pull into a parking lot. 
 

03.11.21 IV-107 

 
When thousands of people pay hundreds of dollars to be close to the stars of the runaway hit 
The Walking Dead, their excitement turns to anger when events are cancelled and promoters 
keep their cash.  Inside Investigations examines a Tennessee business behind the walker stalker 
debacle. Plus, Inside Investigations confront a salty deck contractor about his shoddy 
craftsmanship. And this could happen to you, a woman is forced to pay double the interest rate 
to keep her deceased husband’s car. Inside Investigations exposes a hidden loophole in 
thousands of car leases. 

03.18.21 IV-108 

 
Inside Investigations examines a check fraud scheme that stretches from coast to coast that’s 
costing American consumers and businesses millions of dollars every year. Plus, it’s the latest 
trend in the optical industry, remote eye examines. Inside Investigations takes a look at the 
drawbacks and helps one customer get a long-awaited refund. And this could happen to you, 
when a woman fills up her tank with tainted gas, nobody wants to take responsibility.  See how 
Inside Investigations makes it right. 
 

03.25.21 IV-109 

 
Inside Investigations speaks with a 90-year old grandma who wired thousands of dollars to con-
artists pretending to be her grandson. Inside Investigations uncovers a cruel imposter scam 
that’s forcing money wiring services to re-think their business models.  Plus, who hasn’t had a 
package stolen from their home? Inside Investigations examines how states are cracking down 
on porch pirates and what steps consumers can take to prevent their packages from getting 
poached. And, when Inside Investigations discovers a major retailer charging Georgians a 
California recycling fee, Inside Investigations takes them to task. 
 

04.01.21 IV-110 

 
Inside Investigations examines an international crime ring that costing unsuspecting romantics 
millions. Plus, when the military reassigned a soldier and his family to another state, a rogue 
moving company took his possessions hostage. Inside Investigations exposes the risks 
Americans take when moving home sweet home.  And this could happen to you - a woman who 
finances her grandchildren’s furniture ends up owing three times what it’s worth. See how Inside 
Investigations exposes a lending company’s predatory practices and makes it right for grandma. 
 

   


